Abstract-A proper understanding of the degradation of the transport properties of cable-in-conduit conductors (CICCs) due to a changing strain distribution or to crack formation in the filaments is essential to determine the operational limits of the conductors and to optimize their design. Based on the electrical and strain properties of the superconducting strand, the performance of short samples of the CICC can be analyzed, such as the ones tested in the SULTAN facility, or the full-size CICC used in real magnets. Mathematical fitting expressions are proposed to implement strand properties into the cable model. In combination with the strain maps generated by the mechanical model MULTIFIL, these expressions are introduced in the electromagnetic code JackPot to predict the current sharing temperature of the CICC of the international thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) Central Solenoid. A comparison is made with SULTAN short samples tests as well.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
EDICATED experiments and models are needed to quantitatively describe the behavior of composite conductors, in particular for large and complex cable-in-conduit conductors (CICCs), such as the ones used for the international thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) magnets [1] . Up to now, many experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted to analyze the effects of strain in Nb 3 Sn wires and multistrand conductors [2] - [6] . Several numerical cable models were developed for explaining a Nb 3 Sn CICC performance [7] - [11] . In [9] and [11] , the effect of an axial compression was added to the periodically bending beam model for the analysis of the electromagnetic-mechanical behavior of CICCs for high magnetic field applications. However, without proper inputs to the models regarding the mechanical and electromagnetic Manuscript received April 16, 2018 properties of superconducting strands and cables, the outcome remains merely qualitative [1] . Furthermore, to quantitatively understand the complex phenomena in a cables comprising strain-sensitive material like Nb 3 Sn, the electromagnetic and mechanical models of the CICCs need to be coupled. The Twente three-dimensional (3-D) strand model provides an understanding of an strand performance under different loads [12] together with the in-depth intrastrand resistance investigation [13] . The MULTIFIL model [14] , a finite element mechanical code developed at the Ecole Centrale de Paris, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, can assess the strain distribution in multistage superconducting cables. That allows computing the strain state of strands imposed both by the cabling process and by the Lorentz forces experienced during the operation [14] . The JackPot code, a numerical tool for the electromagnetic simulation of CICCs, is based on the following individual strand trajectories and uses measured data to derive all network parameters [15] . The only remaining free variable in JackPot is the local strain state of the Nb 3 Sn strands, which can be calculated with MULTIFIL. The flexibility of JackPot allows us to implement different I c (T,B,ε) critical current scaling laws. The ITER scaling law [16] takes into account an axial strain, but a scaling law also including bending strain is still missing and required to complete the coupled electromagnetic and mechanical cable models (JackPot-MULTIFIL). A number of mathematical expressions are proposed to link strand characteristics with a cable model that accounts for both axial and bending strain, as well as for a filament fracture. The preliminary results of such a novel electromagnetic-mechanical model are presented and analyzed.
II. EFFECTIVE MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS FROM AN STRAND TO A CABLE MODEL
Implementing the local critical current I c and n-value, as well as the detailed strain state of individual filaments in a strand in the JackPot model, which already is simulating many hundreds of strands, would make the computation time prohibitively long. Instead, a drastic simplification is proposed by which a multifilamentary wire subjected to strain variation is described as a monofilament strand that experiences a combination of neutralaxis axial strain and peak bending strain, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The neutral-axis axial strain and peak bending strain of the monofilament strand are figured out by obtaining the same I c performance from the ITER scaling law [16] as that of the multifilament strand, with the 3-D strand model [12] .
In order to construct a mathematical expression for the combined effect of neutral-axis axial strain and bending strain, the bending strain is assumed to be uniform over a short distance (Δx→0) along the strand, while the strain distribution in the transverse direction varies linearly from tensile to compressive. With such a uniform bending strain assumption, the I c and n-value versus uniform peak bending strain at various levels of neutral-axis axial strain are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, calculated with the 3-D strand model [12] for an internal-tin strand at 4.2 K and 12 T. Both I c and n-value as a function of the peak bending strain can be represented by polynomial fitting functions.
As an example, the polynomial function at −0.6% neutralaxis axial strain (ε a0 ) is written in each plot. With this approach, the complex I c distribution in the filaments under periodic bending (see Fig. 5 ) can be simplified to an I c distribution in an equivalent mono-filamentary wire subjected to periodic bending (see Fig. 6 ), which can then easily be implemented into a cable model such as JackPot as a modified scaling law that includes both axial and bending strain. It should be noted that current redistribution from one strand section to the next is neglected in this approach. This is allowed since the length required for current sharing between strands is several orders of magnitude higher than for intrastrand redistribution [17] , [18] .
In order to evaluate the effect of this simplification, a comparison is made between experimental test arrangement for strain influence on strands (TARSIS) bending data [1] , [19] and the predictions of the strand model with the extracted functions for I c and n-values versus uniform peak bending strain implemented.
As shown in Fig. 7 , I c deviates around 20% in the high peak bending strain region. Since the n-value is not well predicted by the 3-D strand model [12] , an n-value is applied following the ITER scaling law using the calculated I c with the mathematical functions, showing a much better agreement (see Fig. 7 ). Finally, the n-value is also empirically determined fitting the predicted and measured results (called modified n in Fig. 7 , blue line). These three methods to determine the n-value will be compared also in the coupled electromagnetic and mechanical cable model to gain a better understanding of the detailed influence of the n-value on the behavior under bending loads.
Also, the influence of magnetic field and temperature is investigated with the 3-D strand model [12] . Normalized I c and n-values follow the same curves with the same bending strain pattern for different magnetic field and temperature. The normalized curves I c (ε pb )/I c (0) = f I (ε pb ) and n(ε pb )/n(0) = fn(ε pb ) as a function of uniform peak bending strain under neutral-axis axial strain ε a0 = −0.6% for an internal-tin strand Fig. 7 . Critical current as a function of a periodic peak bending strain measured on an internal-tin strand in a TARSIS experiment (red squares). The data are compared to a simulation that uses the fitting polynomials for I c and n with the uniform bending assumption (green line); n-values from the ITER scaling law using the uniform bending I c (purple line); or the modified functions with uniform bending (blue line). are shown at various temperatures and magnetic fields in Figs. 8 and 9. The curves are virtually independent of magnetic field and temperature. This is coherent with the ITER scaling law for axial strain, where the shape of the I c (ε) curves of Nb 3 Sn conductors is only marginally affected by the magnetic field and temperature [16] .
This observation allows us to separate the mathematical expression I c (B, T, ε) for the coupled electromagnetic and mechanical cable model into an axial-strain dependent part I c0 (B, T, ε a0 ) multiplied by the bending-strain dependent function f I (ε pb ) determined at a given value of ε a0 as
where ε represents the combined axial and bending strain. I c0 (B, T, ε a0 ) is obtained from an ITER scaling law, while f I (ε pb )|ε a0 is the polynomial function that can be fitted to the normalized I c versus uniform peak bending strain (ε pb ) curve for the corresponding neutral-axis axial strain (ε a0 ) (see Fig. 10 ). Note that the ITER scaling law predictions do not always fit the University of Twente Pacman data [1] , [20] perfectly, especially in the highly tensile strain region where filament crack occurs (see Fig. 11 , blue diamond symbols). As the strands in CICC after cooling down are mainly subjected under compression, the crack occurs in high tensile strain and, thus, does not significantly affect the CICC T cs .
In combination with the strain maps of MULTIFIL and these "linking" polynomials, the JackPot model is able to predict a cable performance quantitatively in terms of the electric field versus temperature curves and also current sharing temperature T cs , when exposed to a combined thermal and Lorentz force load. Examples are shown in Fig. 12 . The main characteristics of the so-called "Baseline," "Long Twist Pitch," and "Short Twist Pitch" (STP) cables are described in [14] . The differences are mainly in the detailed cable pattern and in the twist pitch sequence used for each cabling stage, especially the twist pitch of first stage CICC. In Fig. 12 , "scaling (1)" represents the ITER scaling law [16] based on the Pacman data with only axial strain present, while "scaling (2)" uses the polynomials described above to incorporate the effect of bending strain [Equation (2)]. n-values are calculated from the modified functions with uniform bending (blue line in Fig. 7 ). The applied effective axial strain (e.g., −0.67% and −0.84%) is obtained from the MULTIFIL model, which is the average axial strain of all the strand's combined ε a0 and ε pb in the CICC.
Both scaling laws can easily be implemented in JackPot in combination with MULTIFIL. After taking into account also the effects of bending strain and filament fracture, instead of only considering the effective axial stain [10] , the current sharing temperature T cs is reduced by about 1 K. As shown in Fig. 12 , for the Baseline cable, the T cs calculated with scaling Equation (2) is closer to the measured data than with scaling Equation (1) . However, the opposite is true for the STP cable. It is, thus, too early to conclude that the proposed polynomial expressions are more effective for predicting cable performance when compared to the standard scaling expression. At present, the combined electromagnetic and mechanical modeling does not reproduce all experimental results well. The mathematical expressions that link the strand and cable behavior cannot yet be convincingly validated. An improved cable strain map and better-characterized n-values under bending load may, however, lead to a better quantitative prediction.
III. CONCLUSION
Several mathematical expressions, polynomial fitting functions including the dependence of the critical current and n-value on temperature, magnetic field, axial strain, peak bending strain, and crack density, are proposed to link the appropriate strand properties to the combined electro-magnetic and mechanical cable models that are required to provide a quantitative prediction of conductor performance. Further investigation and work on a mechanical strain map of the CICC and a combined electromechanical model are needed for a better T cs quantitative analysis, e.g., a detailed strain map of all strands in CICC by steps (in terms of cabling, compaction, thermal loads of heattreatment and cooling down, and electromagnetic loads), as well as better-characterized n-value both from an I c measurement and an strand model prediction.
